Past starshine, star signs, planets:
4 Russian poets translated by Basil Lvoff

We are delighted to present today new translations of poems by Evgeny Baratynsky,
Fyodor Tyutchev, Osip Mandelstam, and Marina Tsvetaeva translated by Basil Lvoff who
also included notes on the process and challenges encountered. We hope you'll enjoy this
selection of Russian classics as much as we did.
We’d love to hear what you think! National Translation Month is a great community
with over 6,000 fans across all social media, and growing. Find us on Twitter
@TranslateMonth, tag us using #NTM2019 and #TranslateMonth2019, join our mailing list,
submit a translation month event, or like our Facebook page. And celebrate your favorite
poets in translation this September and beyond.
—Claudia Serea and Loren Kleinman
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1. Evgeny Baratynsky

Prejudice
Prejudice! It is a remnant
Of old truths. The temple fell,
Yet the message the descendant
Of its ruins cannot tell.
Drives away our century, arrogant,
Him mistaking for another,
Of our common wisdom, decadent,
The dilapidated father.
O, rein in the young ambition!
Don’t disturb his autumn days,
But erect a seemly grave
For your ancestor’s dormition.

Evgeny Baratynsky (also Boratynsky; 1800 – 1844) is one of Russia’s most philosophical
poets. Underappreciated during his life, he rose to great prominence in the twentieth century.
Thus, Joseph Brodsky considered Baratynsky “more serious” than Alexander Pushkin in
some ways.

Translator’s Note
This translation does not smooth over but, on the contrary, tries to reproduce the deliberately
convoluted, misguiding, and sometimes ungrammatical sentence structure of this poet, who is
credited with asking, “What do you mean by ‘genitive case?’” A flaw in everyday speech, it
becomes a merit in poetry, forcing one to read the text actively, restoring its hidden
connections.
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2. Fyodor Tyutchev

What nature’s taken for, she’s not:
A soulless visage, lifeless mold—
A soul and freedom she has got,
And speech; in all, her love is told….
.......
.......
.......
.......
You fancy blossoms that you see
A gardener pasted on the tree?
Or that a fetus in the womb
Grows at haphazard, you presume?
.......
.......
.......
.......
Their ears are clogged; their eyes are sore;
They spend their lifetime in the dark;
The suns don’t breathe for them, seas roar
In vain, void of the living spark.
Sunbeams their soul shall not traverse,
Springtime shan’t bloom in their heart,
Before them forests shan’t converse,
Nor shall the stars, for their part!
And in the tongues, not from this earth—
Rivers all stirred, trees split asunder—
They shall not talk at night, in mirth,
As with a friend, with impish thunder!
They aren’t to blame: the mute and deaf one
Can’t hear the music from life’s organ.
His soul, alas! will not be stirred
Even by his own mother’s word!...
Fyodor Tyutchev (1803 – 1873), who seemed to pay more attention to his work as a
diplomat, is considered one of the greatest and most philosophical Russian poets. He was first
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recognized by Alexander Pushkin, but real fame came later. His poetry is justly considered a
precursor of Russian modernism.
Translator’s Note
The ardor of classical poetry and eighteenth-century odes, their grandeur and rhetoric,
survives in Tyutchev’s lyric poems, yet, squeezed in these fragments, compensates for the
lack of room in tension. This particular poem of Tyutchev’s is perhaps even more relevant in
our era of genetic engineering, when, furthermore, the invention of AI seems to be more and
more probable.

3. Osip Mandelstam

Equinox
With orioles woods converse, and vowels’ lasting trills
In the Hellenic verse is the exclusive measure,
But only once a year the vernal nature spills,
As in hexameters, longing, soft-flowing leisure.
As a caesura—flash—yawns hugely the midday:
Since morning in repose and as slow as molasses,
The sluggish oxen graze, and laziness delays
To draw from brittle reed the wealth of trebles and basses.

Osip Mandelstam (1891 – 1938) is justly considered one of the greatest Russian modernist
poets and not only. Mandelstam’s tragic fate (catalyzed by an epigram on Stalin and,
eventually, lonely death in the GULAG) is as canonical as his poems, described in his wife’s,
Nadezhda Mandelstam’s, famous memoirs.
Translator’s Note
The original mentions the length of vowels as the only measure of tonic verse. Yet tonicheskii
stikh (accentual verse) is based not on the length of metrical feet but on stresses, whereas
ancient Greek poetry indeed relied on the length of time it took to pronounce a syllable. To
avoid this confusion (quod licet Iovi, non licet bovi), I wrote about “Hellenic verse” in this
translation.

	
  

4. Marina Tsvetaeva

Poets
1
The poet—from afar to rambling sets.
The poet—very far his rambling gets.
Past starshine, star signs, planets, past the stretch
Of tenets’ pits and holes… Twixt yes and no,
Himself he’ll headlong from a belfry’s ledge
Outcurve... Because the fiery comet’s bow—
Is poets’ path. Causality’s strewn links—
That is his only link! Look up and lo!
See nothing and despair. The poet’s eclipse
Is not predicted by the calendar.
At play, he shuffles all the cards,
He always cheats you on the weights,
Of other pupils in retard,
He’ll vanquish Kant with no delay.
In the stone coffin of Bastilles,
He’s like a tree in dazzling bloom.
Not seen for dust, he always steals
Away, just as the train which fumes
Too soon…
—because the fiery comet’s bow—
Is poets’ path: aflame for all its worth—
No warmth—no growth—loud bursting from the core—
Your noble path, the glowing long-maned curve,
Is not predicted by the calendar.
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Marina Tsvetaeva (1892 – 1941) was part of the so-called quartet of the great poets of
Russian modernism, along with Boris Pasternak, Osip Mandelstam, and Anna Akhmatova
(this is only one version, of course). As innovative as her poetry were her essays, to which
Joseph Brodsky among others paid tribute. Idiosyncratic, Tsvetaeva did not belong to any of
the major movements of Russian modernism though she was perhaps closest to Futurism.
After her involuntary return to the USSR from emigration (where her life was not easy
either), she had been unrecognized, unpublished, and driven to the point of pleading for a
dishwasher’s job—all this happening at the same time with her family drama, her husband
executed and daughter imprisoned. Unable to tolerate it, Tsvetaeva did away with herself.

Translator’s Note
Rhymes in Tsvetaeva seem serendipitous at first and then prove to be fateful. Great poetry,
Tsvetaeva’s especially, performs that which it is about, and that is why the only worthwhile
way to translate this poem, in my opinion, was to observe its unexpected rhymes, shifting
meter, alliterations, enjambments, and the enchanting repetition with which it begins.

About the translator:
Basil Lvoff was born in Moscow in 1989. He defended a dissertation on Russian Formalism
at Moscow State University, School of Journalism, Department of Literary Criticism. He has
been living in New York since 2011. His second dissertation, to be defended at The Graduate
Center of the City University of New York, is devoted to the problem of literary evolution in
Russian Formalism and Digital Humanities. He teaches Russian literature, history, and
language at Columbia University and Hunter College. In addition to scholarly articles, he had
his essays published in 2017 in Russia’s oldest literary journal, Zvezda, and his poems
published in 2018 in another major Russian journal, Novyi mir.

